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Continuous casting(steel)  process overview
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Continuous casting process overview

[Primetals Technologies]
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Different phenomena during continuous casting

Turbulent flow and solidification

Free surface behavior

Non-metallic inclusions (50 ~ 600 µm)

Control:
Magnetic fields
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Solid and Magnetic obstacles

Magnetic obstacleSolid obstacle

Flow past a solid Cylinder  obstacle
(von Kármán vortex sheet)

Flow past a Magnetic obstacle
Courtesy of S. Cuevas (Mexico city)
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Magnetic obstacle
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Vue from the top

Wake of a magnetic obstacle 
Courtesy of S. Cuevas (Mexico city)

Electric current lines.

Outside the Lorentz force accelerates the flow.
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In the center  Lorentz force is directed against the flow.
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OUTLINE

 Introduction
 EMBrake effects during casting
 Electric current distribution
 Reverse flows
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Electromagnetic brake in casting

0.1 T 0.3 TNo magnetic field 

Effects of the EM Brake
 Reduce jet penetration depth
 Calmer meniscus
 Less chance of slag entrapment
 Less inclusions (floatation)
 Less risk of corner & longitudinal cracks 
 Less risk of breakouts
 Allows higher casting speeds 

Effects of the EM Brake 
depends on

 Where is it applied ?
 Magnetic field strength ?
 Flow structure (SEN type) ?
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Numerical numerical model for flow and EMBr

Fluid flow:
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Magnetic field and forces:
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Simplification with electric potential:
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[1]
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[3]

Initial / BC conditions:
1. Flow
2. Temperature
3. Magnetic field

Coupled numerical model for solidification and EMBr

Fluid flow:

Magnetic field and forces:
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Solidification modelling example
narrow wide
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Modelling solidification + EMBr (180 mT)
narrow wide
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without / with EMBr

no EMBr no EMBrEMBr 180 mT EMBr 180 mT



OUTLINE

 Introduction
 EMBrake effects during casting
 Electric current distribution
 Reverse flows
 Effects on clogging







Mesh used :
5 million control volumes
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Influence of mold conductivity: #1 INSULATED

Induced electric current: 
Lines and magnitude

Flow: Magnitude and turbulence 
(Q criterion)
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Influence of mold conductivity: #2 CONDUCTIVE

Induced electric current: 
Lines and magnitude

Flow: Magnitude and turbulence 
(Q criterion)
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Effects on the meniscus flow

no EMBr

Conductive
walls

Insulating
walls

Flow on the meniscus
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Effects on the meniscus flow

no EMBr

Conductive
walls

Insulating
walls

Flow on the meniscus
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Effect of magnetic field on turbulence

conducting walls

Q criterion      Velocity magnitude      Turbulent viscosity
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Effect of magnetic field on turbulence

𝐁𝟎  × 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐𝟓 𝐁𝟎  × 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓 𝐁𝟎  × 𝟎. 𝟓 𝐁𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟏 𝐓𝐁𝟎 ×0

B0 increases

Perfectly conducting  walls
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Effect of magnetic field on turbulence

no EMBr conducting walls insulating walls

Reality is in-between
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Phenomenon originates from the induced current distribution
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Influence of mold conductivity: #2 CONDUCTIVE

Induced electric current: 
Lines and magnitude

Flow: Magnitude and turbulence 
(Q criterion)



OUTLINE

 Introduction
 EMBrake effects during casting
 Electric current distribution
 Reverse flows 





Fig. 4—Flow direction in the midplane under the influence of the magnetic field jB0j ¼ 312mT: (a) 
general overview and location of the zoomed
areas, (b) jet/SEN wall view, and (c) meniscus velocities (cut A-A) and reverse flow (cut B-B).
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To assess the action of the Lorentz force, a special
function is defined as follows:

The negative values corresponds to
damping, while the positive value means that, locally,
the Lorentz force accelerates the flow.
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Flow alternation under EMBr

Time average The Hartmann number (Ha) is the ratio of electromagnetic force 
to the viscous force

𝟎 𝟎
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Opposite Vortex (OV) development




